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Introduction
Starting with version 10.4.1 FCP supports Captions.
If you are new to Captions you need to know in general what captions are and what subtitles are.
Once they are visible they look the same. But there is difference in usage.
The below is one interpretation!
Subtitles provide a text alternative to the dialog - this might be in the original language or a translation into
another language.
Captions on the other hand will provide an additional sound description like "funky music", "phone ringing"
and other things.
So subtitles are intended for an audience that is able to hear the dialogs and other audio while captions
care about the ones who are hearing impaired.
Both types might use colours or text hints to make it easier to distinguish persons in some situations.
Finally it is difficult in every day's language to make a difference between those types, especially everybody interprets them his own way.
In several cases they are burned into the video, these are kind of "Open Captions". So there is only one
language available.
They also can be "embedded" in the video stream with one ore more languages or even a mixture between captions and subtitles. Or they can be stored in "sidecar files" along with the video. Both of the latter ones are "Closed Captions".
The other interpretation says that captions are the text version of spoken text in a video or movie and
contain the original language only, while subtitles are the translated versions of the captions into foreign
languages.
This makes less sense than the above since this same interpretation also says that closed captions are to
aid individuals with hearing impairments. And for those an audio description is needed. This means it is
not only the text version of dialogues.
But both of those variants have in common that "Closed Captions" can be switched on/off and "Open
Captions" are burned into the video.
In this sense FCP only handles "Closed Captions" - but they can be subtitles or captions. To make the
creation of captions easier you they now can attached those to audio. This way the above process of describing the audio cues is made much easier.
The FCP captions are either "side car files" or "embedded". In both cases they not visible directly in the
published movie.
One of the "side car file" types of FCP are in iTT format (iTunes Timed Text). You can use them if you
want to publish to iTunes. Also some web based services will accept them.
You can use them for all languages with full UTF-8 character support.
The ones for "embedded" use are in CEA-608 format (scc - Scenarist Closed Captions) but you can use
them as "sidecar file" as well. Those SCC files can be used for broadcast in "America" and partially for
web and desktop applications.
They have several limitations. Some tech details here before you get disappointed after or while creating
them:
CEA-608 is limited to a few languages and has a limited character support. Supported languages are:
English, French, Spanish, Italian, German and Dutch.
You can also export this format as a "sidecar file".
Regarding timing you should be aware that CEA-608 (scc) files only support 29.97 frame rate in FCP. If
you use other frame rates than this your subtitles might be slightly off.
Some social media platforms will support both, others only accept Subrip .srt files. Finally each of the
platforms or services has a preferred format.
Both of the above formats can be imported into FCP.
To create subtitles/captions in one of the above formats it's very easy to do within FCP and finally often
enough there is no external app needed.
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If you want to have burned in subtitles you can't use none of the above formats. You have to work with
Motion Titles or with Motion Generators. To create those captions is not that comfortable. Additionally you
can't export them for use with social media or other things.
To have best of both worlds you can use my X-Title Caption Convert. It allows a on-click conversion of
your "Caption Project" into a "Title Project".
For social media and other purposes probably the most popular format around is Subrip srt. Another popular format for the web is WebVTT .vtt. All modern browser support WebVTT. There are many HTML5
players around, all with different features and different support of WebVTT "style cues". Some of them are
commercial, some are free, some are easy to implement some are easy to integrate.
Last not least DVD and (Blu ray) are still alive and strong though all the major semi-pro apps are "End of
Life". All of them accept SCC (within the limitations). For those who still have an Apple DVD Studio running there is Spruce Text List .stl. For the Adobe world there is the Encore text script .txt format.

The handling of the app is easy. You can drag a project directly from the Final Cut Pro X browser the application's main window. You can do the same thing with an XML you exported from Final Cut Pro X or
you can drag the fcpxml file to the applications icon.
The app will do even more than just standard conversions. It allows you to create a HTML 5 Video Player
webpage with 2 simple clicks. Learn more about this feature later in the manual.
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The XTCE interface

With the first launch the app will display the "Preferences" window.

Here you can set up the standard handling. So change the default setting to meet your needs - you can
change them any time later.

"Toggle floating behavior automatically"
You can make the main window float above all other windows. This is handy when working directly
from Final Cut Pro X. You can do this manually via menu, keyboard shortcut or do it automatically.
With this option checked activation of the app will make it "float" until a conversion is done - then it
will return to normal behaviour.
"Auto-save files" and "Caption auto-save folder"
Automatic saving is pretty handy when you have multiple language roles and to keep your caption
files organised.
With this option checked the resulting file(s) will always be saved in a folder which has the project's
name.
You can change the default path by clicking the "Caption Auto-Save Default Folder" button.
"WebVTT player folder"
WebVTT video player web pages always will be saved in unique folders, the location of those can
be set here by clicking the "WebVTT Player Save Default Folder" button.
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"WebVTT player folder"
WebVTT video player web pages always will be saved in unique folders, the location of those can
be set here by clicking the "WebVTT Player Save Default Folder" button.
"Multiple roles"
You may have many language roles. In case there are there are several options to handle:
Convert all - obvious function.
Convert selective - a popup will ask you which one you want to convert until you stop.
Convert first selected only - select one role from the popup, after the conversion the app will stop.

The main interface will look like below.

With the first start every option is set correctly to be ready for your first usage to convert captions to create SubRip (.srt) files for use with several social media or VLC Player.
Drag a project directly from the Final Cut Pro X browser the application's main window, alternatively do
the same thing with an XML exported from Final Cut Pro X or drag the exported fcpxml file to the applications icon. You can also choose "Open ..." from the "File" menu or press cmd-O to open an .fcpxml
file.
If you marked music with signs like "♪" these will be converted to a "*" ( Asterisk ) since more or less all
services don't like these kind of characters.
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Menu
There is nothing real special here.
Application Menu
About: Shows copyright and version.
Preferences... (cmd - , ) : will show the Preferences window shown above.
Registration ... : allows you to enter the serial number you have received for a donation.
Hide (cmd - H ): hides the application.
Hide Others (opt - cmd - H): hides all other applications.
Show all : shows all applications.
Quit (cmd - Q ) : quits the application.
File
Open FCP 'fcpxml' ... (cmd - O) : will allow you to select a file in the .fcpxml format. This file
must have fcpxml version 1.8 or higher.
Window
Toggle Float. (cmd - T) : this makes the application window either float above all other windows or behave normal. The application title will show the current state.
Help
Help (cmd - ?) : brings up this document.
Homepage: brings you to the applications webpage.
Donate: allows you to send some money via PayPal and support the development.
Mail Author : will open Apple Mail with a message preset.

Usage
1) Create Subrib files (srt)
Drag a project directly from the Final Cut Pro X browser the application's main window, alternatively do
the same thing with an XML exported from Final Cut Pro X or drag the exported fcpxml file to the applications icon. You can also choose "Open ..." from the "File" menu or press cmd-O to open
an .fcpxml file.
SRT does not support alignment. SRT features like styling, color are not supported by all applications.
These applications normally ignore those "flags" and take the pure text. In case you have problems
with this kind of apps open the application preferences and uncheck the options causing problems.
Each role (or the selected ones) will be converted and saved - named by the FCPX project name and
the language role codes of the caption tracks:
Example: there is a movie with 2 caption tracks, one for English (global usage), one for German (global usage). The files will be named as below.
yourProjectName_en.srt
yourProjectName_de.srt
In case you have a more specific audience, region or language requirement and used one track for
English (spoken in United States) and one for German (spoken in Switzerland). The files will be
named:
yourProjectName_en-US.srt
yourProjectName_de-CH.srt
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For Facebook check the "Facebook" button to follow their file naming convention:
filename.[language code]_[country code].srt
Looking at the first example above the names can't be set and and are set to the most common values:
yourProjectName.en_US.srt
yourProjectName.de_DE.srt
you still can change the name manually in Finder to match your needs.
The second example will look like below.
yourProjectName.en_US.srt
yourProjectName.de_CH.srt
Be aware that the Facebook country codes don't follow standard language format conventions.

2) Create WebVTT files (vtt)
Drag a project directly from the Final Cut Pro X browser the application's main window, alternatively do
the same thing with an XML exported from Final Cut Pro X or drag the exported fcpxml file to the applications icon. You can also choose "Open ..." from the "File" menu or press cmd-O to open
an .fcpxml file.
WebVTT captions and subtitles are standard for HTML5 based video players. Those are the replacement of the formerly used Flash players.
There are a lot of them free and commercial with more or less feature but the basic functionality is
available with nearly every modern browser without any plugin needed.
Style, color and alignment is available, but not for every player and the implementation differs.
WebVTT also is the recommended format for Vimeo.
With WebVTT the app allows to create a webpage with all the code and an embedded basic video
player. This way you can test your subtitles for corporate or personal webpages.
Some players support "style cues" embedded in the caption file, the basic ones do not. To have them
ready when needed a "cue.txt" file is created and saved when when creating .vtt files.
For those players which support alignment you can check the "Align" box. See below how to create a
webpage using XTCE.
Prior to the conversion of the captions and creating the page a movie from your project must be
created. To create a webpage "Auto-save files" and "Create HTML5 WebVTT Video Page" must be
enabled.
The file(s) will be named like in this example: there is a movie with 2 caption tracks, one for English
(global usage), one for German (global usage). The files will be named as below.
yourProjectName_en.vtt
yourProjectName_de.vtt
Or more specific English (UK usage), one for German (Swiss usage)
yourProjectName_en-UK.vtt
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yourProjectName_de-CH.vtt

4) Create Spruce Text List files (stl)
Drag a project directly from the Final Cut Pro X browser the application's main window, alternatively do
the same thing with an XML exported from Final Cut Pro X or drag the exported fcpxml file to the applications icon. You can also choose "Open ..." from the "File" menu or press cmd-O to open
an .fcpxml file.
STL is used in Apple's DVD Studio Pro and some other authoring apps. The format supports style and
alignment. While in theory colours are supported as well those are indexed and depend on the host
application setup. So in this app they are ignored.
The file(s) will be named like in this example: there is a movie with 2 caption tracks, one for English
(global usage), one for German (global usage). The files will be named as below.
yourProjectName_en.stl
yourProjectName_de.stl
Or more specific: one for English UK usage, one for Swiss German usage.
yourProjectName_en-UK.stl
yourProjectName_de-CH.stl

4) Create Encore Text Script files (txt)
Drag a project directly from the Final Cut Pro X browser the application's main window, alternatively do
the same thing with an XML exported from Final Cut Pro X or drag the exported fcpxml file to the applications icon. You can also choose "Open ..." from the "File" menu or press cmd-O to open
an .fcpxml file.
This is used in Adobe's Encore authoring tool. The format supports only pain text.
The file(s) will be named like in this example: there is a movie with 2 caption tracks, one for English
(global usage), one for German (global usage). The files will be named as below.
yourProjectName_en.txt
yourProjectName_de.txt
Or more specific English for UK usage, one for German for Swiss usage
yourProjectName_en-UK.txt
yourProjectName_de-CH.txt
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Creating a Webpage Using WebVTT
XTCC uses a minimal Bootstrap template which makes simple to auto-scale the size of your video.
The template uses a minimal player. So style cues inside the VTT file are not supported.
The page is only tested with Apple's Safari.
In Final Cut Pro X export your movie with a setup which will match the needs for your webpage. If you
have SCC tracks you can include one - this will be the default language later. But be aware that line
breaks might be lost and alignment might look different from what you see in FCP.
Same is valid for the alignment.

Open XTCC
Go to the preferences.
Make sure "Auto-Save Files" is checked
If you don't need all subtitle tracks or your movie already contains a subtitle set the roles handling to
"Convert selective".
Go back to the main window.
Select "WebVTT (.vtt)" from the format popup.
Select "Create HTML5 Player Page".
In the formatting section select the options you want.
Style: For styles "Underline" will be ignored. For SCC there is "italic", for iTT "bold" and "italic"
Colour: For colours the app will not store these inside the VTT file but create a list of "cue colours"
which you might use to insert into the file in case your player supports inline cues. The color values
will be converted to hexadecimal values not "web names".
Alignment: Alignment will only convert horizontal alignment.
For SCC alignment calculation is very complex. It is calculated based upon amount of maximum characters per line, a grid position and an alignment relative to this position. To make it even more complicated FCP displays the caption position based on CEA-608 analog SD values but in shared movies
they are calculated in CEA-708 digital HD. So what you see is not what you get. Vertical alignment
is not affected by that.
With iTT horizontal alignment is always "center" by iTT specs. Vertical alignment can be bottom or top
- latter will be currently ignored.
While CEA-708 has kind of "Title Safe" area WebVTT doesn't have if alignment is used. WebVTT
standard is 5% safe area with centred alignment. Converting CEA-708 to WebVTT the app uses a horizontal safe area of 15% and a vertical one of 5%. Any special positions will be ignored.
Once you opened the XML (in any form the app accepts) and the conversion is done the application
will ask you for the movie, select it.
A new folder in the default web folder will be created named "[movie name] folder", a hard link to the
original movie will be created in this folder. So no extra file space is needed.
If the movie file contains Spotlight meta data for "Description" and/or "Keywords" these will be used for
the metadata in the HTML file.
Another folder named "captions" will be created as well. The WebVTT files from the project folder will
copied into this folder.
Then an HTML file will be created simply named "index.html"
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The folder structure will look similar to the example below.

The movie in the web page in Safari will look like:

Or as floating window:
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Using Subler to add subtitles to movies
Subler is a free app which will allow the creation of tx3g subtitles tracks, compatible with all Apple's devices (iPod, AppleTV, iPhone, QuickTime) and to mux video, audio, chapters, subtitles and closed captions tracks from mov, mp4 and mkv.
The the app can be downloaded from Subler.org.
The app will convert SRT files to the above mentioned .tx3g format and mux them as track into the AV
stream.
The supported SRT features are as below (example from the Subler home page)

SRT example
1
00:00:02,600 --> 00:00:06,600 X1:0 !!!
<font color="#ffff00">Yellow Forced Text</font>
More text and <i>Italic text</i> at top.
2
00:00:06,800 --> 00:00:10,000
<font color="#ffff00">More Yellow</font>
and two line of text at bottom.
3
00:00:11.000 --> 00:00:14.000 !!!
<b>Bold</b> and forced at bottom.
4
00:00:15.500 --> 00:00:18.500 X1:0
<font color="#3333CC">Color, <i>italic</i>!</font>
- I am <font color="#FF0000"><u>red</u></font>!
Supported features
• <b> bold
• <i> italic
• <u> underlined
• <font color="#ffccee">
• X1:0 means the subtitle is aligned to the top of the video
• !!! means a forced subtitle

While the underline style and vertical align is not supported by XTCC, "forced display" is not supported by
FCPX and many platforms.
Subler supports WebVTT tracks as well but won't support the CSS cue tags like colour.
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The creation of a subtitled
movie is simple.
From Finder you can either
SRT or WebVTT files to
the upper track part of the
window. SRT will be converted to Tx3g. You can do
the same by pressing the
'+' via menu and "Import".
Then save the movie. You
might use "Save as" and
optimise the file during that
process.
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Appendix
Nothing here yet
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Requirements:
OS X 10.8 +
fcpxml v. 1.8 +
Manual revision:
1.0.2
Contact:
eMail: kiel@spherico.com
In case the German Telekom has one of it's well known connectivity problems:
eMail: spherico.mail@gmail.com
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